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Stuttgart: HEUSSEN joins forces with Wahlert

On March 1st 2012 HEUSSEN joins forces with Wahlert, a Stuttgart law firm. With a total
of 23 professionals HEUSSEN now ranks among the ten biggest law firms in Stuttgart.
The entire Wahlert-team, consisting of 16 professionals including the partners Dr. Horst Teller,
Sven Hoffmann and Pascal Schulz will altogether join HEUSSEN. With the recent additions to
the Stuttgart and Munich office, HEUSSEN now comprises nationwide more than 90
professionals and therefore still is on a growth course.
HEUSSEN is particularly known for the areas Corporate, IT/IP, Real Estate and Renewable
Energies. In 2011 the Stuttgart office increased its workforce with former Kleiner-partners Dr.
Wilfried Kügel (Health Care) and Dr. Marcus Schriefers (Transport & Logistics).
“Together with the colleagues from Wahlert, the Stuttgart office now ranks among the big full
service law firms on the market. We thereby continue our strategy to be represented with
performance-capable offices in the most important economic centers in Germany. On top of
that, the international network of Wahlert complements our own focus on foreign business,“
says Christoph Hamm, business manager at HEUSSEN.
The Stuttgart law firm Wahlert is particularly known on the market for its work as outsourced
legal department for medium-sized businesses and for its internationality. In the end of 2009
former BRP partners Dr. Wolfgang Bongen (Corporate) and Martina Bongen (Real Estate) as
well as Tobias Scholl (Insurance) joined Wahlert.
For Dr. Horst Teller, senior partner at Wahlert, the main reason for the association with
HEUSSEN was the facilitation of their specialization. “Our medium-sized clients, which are
continuously growing, will benefit from this step. Moreover, we can now offer large businesses
comprehensive service; until now this was only possible in certain areas. Also the law firms’
philosophy is identical. We therefore became convinced that Wahlert and HEUSSEN are a
perfect match.“
Wahlert associates Dr. Sabine Benthin (IP), Dr. Michael Frühmorgen (Corporate) and Marcel
Mercadal (Real Estate) will be appointed salary partners.
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